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RESOURCE SHARING PLAN
Once the public use dataset has been cleaned and is approved for use by IRBs at Utah State University,
Purdue University, and The Pennsylvania State University, it will be made available to outside investigators. It
is anticipated that release of the public use data set will occur approximately 48 months after the final
participant is examined, but not before initial publication of the main findings addressing each of the specific
aims. The public use dataset will meet the Procedures for Protection for Limited Access Datasets as outlined in
the NIH Policy for Data Sharing. Outside investigators who are interested in analyzing the data will be asked
to submit an analysis plan for approval and identify an investigator to serve as sponsor of the plan. If the
outside investigator does not identify a sponsor of the analysis, a sponsor will be assigned for that investigator.
Support for data management and storage of any public access data for this project throughout its lifecycle will
occur using the Purdue University Research Repository (PURR), Purdue’s institutional data repository. PURR
utilizes HUBzero®, a web-mediated software platform designed for scientific collaboration and sharing of
scientific data that was developed with support from the National Science Foundation and Purdue University.
PURR provides workflows and tools for ingestion, identification and dissemination of data as well as services
to ensure data security, fidelity, backup, and mirroring. Purdue Libraries will consult with investigators to
facilitate selection and ingestion of data with the application of appropriate descriptive metadata and data
standards as well as to provide appraisal of data for long-term preservation and stewardship. PURR is working
towards the ISO 16363 process to become a certified Trusted Digital Repository. PURR comes with a set of
default policies and functionality that addresses privacy and confidentiality, intellectual property and copyright,
and access and sharing of data. Datasets published using PURR will be assigned Digital Objects Identifiers
(DOIs) and will be exposed to the web using open standards to maximize discoverability and scholarly reuse of
data. An allocation of resources from PURR has been reserved for this project and will be appropriated upon
its award.
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